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A process generated by a stochastic differential equation driven by pure noise is sampled at 
irregular intervals. A model for the sampled sequence is deduced. We describe a maximum 
likelihood procedure for estimating the parameters and establish the strong consistency and 
asymptotic norrnality of ,tJie estimates. The use of the model in prediction is considered, 
Simplifications in the case of periodic sampling are explored. 
maximum likelihood estimation 
ppj stochastic dlfferentlal equatlc>n 
1. Introduction 
In much time series data the interval of cbservation is not constant over time. 
Observations on an otherwise uniform grid may occasionally be missed owing to 
ter;jpp:ary failure of recording equipment, or, deliberately, for the purposes of 
calibration. The interval of observation may be varied in order to avoid problems 
connected with aliasing. Some phenomena zan be recorded only at certain seasons 
of the year, and others only at certain times of the day or night. Some data that are 
usually treated as equally spaced are not, as when there are small random 
deviations in the sampling interval (so-called “jittered” sampling) or because of 
variation in the length of calendar months. There are economic time series in 
which, for example, the early observations are quarterly, while subsequent ones are 
monthly. Many series contain observations which one believes to be suspect, and 
would thus prefer to discard. 
Irregularly sampled time series are much harder to analyze than uniformly 
sampled ones. Jones [4], [S], Parzen [6] have studied spectral estimation with 
missing observations; Brillinger [2] considers estimation of the mean of a stationary 
process. However, little seems to be known about the estimation of finite- 
parameter models from unequally spaced data. Such a model may arise in part from 
prior knowledge of the process at hand; it may be a preferable alternative to a 
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spectral analysis, when the amount of data is not large (as may well be the case 
when many olbservations are missed); and it may be useful in prediction. 
The model we Iconsider is 
dx(tj = cr,x(t)dt + dt(t), --oott< (I 1) . 
where arO< 0, .snd t(t) is Brownian motion, that is a hom’ogeneous random process 
with independent Gaussian increments satisfying 
EM) - 15(s)) = 09 IQ(t)- &s)j2 = (t - s)~;, C&O. (12) . 
The conditions of this paragraph will hereafter be referred to as Condition A. In 
fact, however, our asymptotic theorem below will hold under conditions that are 
wider tkran Gaussianity. 
describes the velocity x (t) of a I’%e model (l.!), known as Langevin’s equation, 
Brownian particle. It has arisen also in other physical problems, and in economics 
and engineering. 
Let x(t) be obslerved at a sequence o known real time points. Thus we do not 
confine ourselves to the case of missing observations from an otherwise regularly 
spaceId sequence. The problem is to estimate, cyo and ai from these data. 
In the next section a model for the observed data is deduced from (1.1). An 
estimation procedure is proposed in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5 the asymptotic 
properties of the estimates are estab&%d. The model is iused for prediction in 
Section 6. In Section 7 the important special case of a periodic sampling schedule is 
considered. 
2. Discrete time model 
Under Condition A, x(t) is stationary in the wide and strict senses, and its serial 
dependence structure is characterized entirely by its autocovariance function 
Ex(t)x(u) = -gexp{olo(u - t)}, t s u. (24 
0 
lx?’ :‘a, - ‘93 < n < m,, t,-1 < tn, be any real numbers. We thus seek a ir,c>del in terms 
oQ of the x&J such that I 
2 
ri 
E x(t,&(Q 2 -~exp~j~o(t” - tm)}, tn < n. W) 
F:or any real interval 9 = (s, tl introduce 
e(Y) = 1’ exp{ao(t - u))dt(u). 
s 
From Condition A the E (&) are independent N(0, (~@(a~; 4,)) random variables, 
if 
9-n = (fn--,, t,], A,, = t, - tn-,, 
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Theorem 1. The x( t,,) generated by (1.1) ure generated also by . 
x(t”)- exp(and,)x(t,_l) = E(Y& -x < rl< =, (2.3) 
Proof. From the preceding remarks we have only to verify (2.2). Since a0 CC 0, the 
only solution of (2.3) for which E x(t# C cc, all M, is 
x (t,) = ,zo exp b& -- tn-j)}E(JT~--1). (2.4) 
Then for m c n: 
Ex(t,jx(t,,,)= 2 2 exp{a&, - tn-j + t, -- t,, -k))E F(F” ,)E(%,, k) 
j==o k=O 
=~~elp(@On + L)) 2 {exp( - 2a& ,. ,)- exp( - 2aofn.,)} 
0 ,‘” .??I 
= (2 2 . >. 
The model (2.3) may be thought of as a first order autoregression with 
time-varying coefficient and heteroscedastic errors. The result when A,, = A was 
already known [I]. 
3. Maximum likelihood estimation 
Let x(t,,) be observed at points to, t,, . . ., tN. The log likelihood is then 
-~Nlog2na*-~ 1 c log #,(a; A,) _ 4 z (X(t,!-_exp(ad,)x(&d~ 
n t1 cJ*+(a; A) 
where the sums are over 1 G n G N and a and u* are any admissible parameter 
values. On differentiating with respect to u*, and eliminating, it is seen that the 
maximum likelihood estimate of co, & is the value minimizing 
1 
&%a) = F _, 
r (*:(m) - exp (ad,, jx(t”_.1))2 
* n +(a : A) 
and the esiimate of (r: is &,: = r$ E;(&). 
A considerable simplificatir,n results when A,, = A. In this case 
exP(4N(aj}=~~(~(A~)-e.‘*(An - A ))” 
n 
GN 1rJg c x(dnjx(An 
n 
- A)- log 2 x(An)‘). 
” 
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4. Strong isaw of large nulmbers 
In order to prove that (&, 6;) + cyO, cpi) almost surely (a.s.), the following ( 
additional conditions are introduced. 
Condition B . qN(a) is minimized over a closed interval & = [cu~,a~], 
at > - a, au 4:: 0, and cyO E &. 
This is reasonable becke in practice q,(a) would be scanned over only a finite 
interval, and if this interval were open no mininmm need necessarily exist. 
Condition C. The A,, - 00 < n c 00, are uniformly bounded and bounded away 
f mm zero. 
One would expect that boundednes away from zero of the A, would be a 
property of any physical recorder. C rules out certain situations (the occurrence of 
which is imposribie to verify in practice) in which the available finite sequence of 
sampling points is unrepresentative of the sequence that would be obtained if data 
were recorded indefinitely, as when observations become arbitrarily sparse or 
arbitrarily frequent. C is also inappropriate when the A,, are regarded as random 
variables from a probability distribution whose: support is the entire positive real 
line. But in that case one would not condition on the A,, as we do below. 
In connection with C, introduce At > 0, AU c 00 such that AL Q A, s AU, - 00 < 
n C =. An important consequence of B and C is that the +(cu; A,) are bounded and 
bounded away from zero, uniformly in n, a : 
‘4.1) 
For the final ati, .mption, define 
Condition D. & N + 00 the limits 
exist, and the convergence is uniform over .& 
Condition D implies time homogeneity of the An in a sense different from C. It 
clearly holds when A‘, = A, for then &v, &, & are invariant with respect o N. AS 
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seen in Section 7 below, D holds also in the case of periodic sampling. It seems 
likely to be reasonable when {A,,} is a realization of a stationary stochastic process. 
In general, B and C imply that a’&), &(LY) and &(a) are uniformly bounded. 
Thus D serves to exclude {A,} which lead to superior and inferior limits that are 
finite but do not coincide, as when, for example, A,, takes two distinct v&;les AA, AB, 
and, for j = 0, 1, . . . , 
A, = AA, 22’ < n < 22j+1; A, = &, 22j+’ < n < 220’+i’, (4.3) 
In (2.9, x&) is expressed as the output of a linear, time-varying filter whose 
input is a sequence of independent but heteroscedastic random variables. Available 
results pertaining to time-invariant filters of white noise do not readily apply, 
therefore, and so we introduce the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let u, = crsO EL=,, vjkn, where 
E (IJjkn 1 f)jkm, tll <= 0) = 0, a.s., 144 
f orn32, j Z= 0, k 2 0. Let there exist pj 2 0, V, 2 0, j 2 0, such that 
(4.5) 
f ornal. Then if &=N-‘x,u,, 
lim SN = 0, a.s. 
N-- 
This is E special case of the more detailed and general Theorem 1 of Robinson 
[7], and thus will hot be proved. 
Theorem 2. Let Conditions A-D hold. Then 
Proof. The proof for cy AN will be given first. The major part of t-his consists in 
demonstrating that 
a.s. and uniformly in cy, where 
&) = log@@)+ c(a))- a(a). 
IVow from (2.3), 
&%a) = &i(Y) + &‘(a) + &(a), 
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We wish to show that 
p&(cy,-- &v(a)) = 0, (4 7) . 
(4 8) . 
pm &(a) = 0, 
as. and uniformly in hy, for in that event (4.6) follows from D. 
Proof of (4.7). Write &&I!) - &((Y) as Sy of the lemma with v,kn = 0, when j # 0 
ar k # 0, ZJ~" = Un = (~(9~)~ - c~~@(cIx~; An))/4(a ; An). Because the E (9”) arc inde- 
pendent, (4.4) is satisfied. Also 
so that (4.4) is satisfied, and pointwise convergence of &,(cy ) - &,(a) follows from 
the lemma. Uniform convergence crver s&’ results if the sequence &(cy) - &(a) is 
as. equicostinuous over CaB. Now for all cy, cyI E ti 
S max IG?lGN I 4(a;An)- dfal, An) ‘C (E(Tn)*+ d#(ao; An)) I +(a*;&) N n +(a;&) ’ 
From B and C the first factor is bounded by 
max]a-~1/A~exp{-2(~+~l)A,,} < ]cw-rulrA:exp{--4~~~Au} 
1QznrN #(al; An) 41- 
whereas the second converges as. tg a finite limit, as shown above and by D. 
Equicontinuity is thus established. 
Proof of (4.8). Write &(n)- E&r) as SN, with 
Un = ~(a; A,)(.v(~-,)’ + ~**$207), l&A)2 Pk’)= 4@;A)’ 
v,kn = P(a; &)exp(2ao(t,.- 1 - tn-i--j)}{E(~“-I-j)2- u~#(Qo; A,,-1-i )), j = k, 
= ~{a; A,)exp(ao(2ta-, - t,,- 1 -j - &a-I-k)}&(yra- I-j)F(tyn -l-k), j,/ k. 
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Now by independence, (4.4) is satisfied, noting that when j > k, 
E(E(Y”-j)c(Y”-k)l E(Ym-j)&(Ym-k), m < ~1) = 
=E{E(F~-~)E[E(F”-~)) c(t), t < tn--k--I] 1 E(Tm-j)&(Y”,-k), ITZ c TV) - 0. 
Next deduce that 
: 2c+ exp(4jcwAL) if j = k, 
L 
E I_+,, < 
: &$exp{2(j + k)wbLI, if if k 
L 
using R, C and 
/5(o+L)Is 1; exp {a (LI - k-:-i)} = exp a $, An-j) s exp (jar,Ar.). (4.10) 
Then because 
2 exp(ja)“AL) < *, 
j=O 
all conditions of the lemma sue fulfilled, and (4.5) is true. Equicontinuity of 
&(cx)- &(a) may be ests5Med in much the same way as it was for &(cY) - 
6&x). to preve uniform convergence. 
Proof of (4.9). Write &(rr) as SN, with vj,” = 0, if j = 0 or k = 0 and voo,, = u,, = 
([(a, A,)/+@, L))~(L-,,&(Z)- N ow by (2.4), s(f,,) depends on E (Y,,,) only for 
mSn so 
E{x(f,&(&) 1 x(t,&(Z), m < 4 = 
= E{x(~,_,)E[E(%,J / e(t), t < n - 11) ~(L-I)~(%~)~ m < n) (4.11) 
= 0, a.s., 
so (4.4) is verified. Then (4.5) is verified Ly 
and &(IY)+ 0 a.s. and uniformly, the last property following from equicontinuity 
as before. 
As a result of (4.7)-(4.9) and D we have (4.6). Now suppos: that {&) has a 
subsequence, (&), converging a.s. to arl # cyo. Then 
0 a &CJ - 4&k+-+ 4(al) -- &Q), as., (4.12) 
by uniformity of convergence, By the inequality between arithmetic and geometric 
means, logi;N(a)~~N(a)-log(T:,. Thus logb(a)>a(ar)-loga: and 
q(a) - ‘q(w)) 2 log ( ;y$). 1 + 
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This is zero if c(a) = 0, and positive otherwise. But from B, C, 
exp(2wAL) 
p(a;Anja 4 (1 - exp{(a! - (YO)AV))~ > 0, 
L 
for a# arO and all 12. Therefore &(cy) is uniformly bounded away from zero, and so 
c(ar j Y 0; olr # CT~_ Thus (4.11) is contradicted, and ‘the strong consistency of & is 
established. The fact that &g-e ~‘0 as. follows from this and the uniform con- 
vergence of &((u)~, established above. 
5. Central limit theorem 
Two further conditions 
Condition E. cro # cyL, 
Define 
will be introdlrced. 
Condition F. As N-, 30, 
fip&(a) = @(a!), 
exist, and the convergence is 
the limits 
ggN@) = X(Q), EFm&(cy) = cci@) 
uniform in some neighborhood of cyO. 
The latter condition is closely related to Condition D, and by virtue of C it will be 
true ior most reasonable An sequences, except for those such as (4.3). 
Theorem 3. I2 Conditions A-F hold. Then as N + OQ, Nl”(& - cue) and 
N’R(ri& a$) converge to the bivariate normal iaw, with zero means, variances 
2A ((uo)-’ and 24x(ao) - cCl(cuo)l&)A (WI)-‘, respectively, and covariance 
20& (4h (aJ1, where h(a) = X(Q) - Ok- +(cy)/~r. 
Proof. By E and Theorem 2, there is a neighborhood of tyo, JV C ,d such that for N 
sufficiently large & C N a.s. For such an N, consider &, I& - a0 1 C IdiN - a0 1 such 
that 
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d log +(a,,; A,) 
. aa 
d log 4(~; A”) = 24, exp(2aA,) 1 
acu exp(2ardn)- 1 -Z’ 
2 2 An ex uoAn ih?i(uo) == 
da Nn 
$(io; A ) ‘X(t.-l)&‘d 
n 
d log ~((YO; AN) E(T,,j’ 
ail! 4(wj; An) l 
Therefore by (2.3), 
,‘J i ‘2 @N(UO) 
eN = N-“2 C 
n 
fN = N-“* c 
n 
gN = N--“2 2 
n 
d+o; An) ’ 
A, exp (aoA,)x (tn- ,)E (3”) 
4(ao; An) -’ 
. 
The main part of the proof is to establish the central limit theorem for eN, fN and gN. 
Proof that eN -S X(0, 2a4x((.uo)). Write eN = 1\P2 2, u,, where E u”, = e”, = 
2((8/8~~) log +(QI,; A,))*. Then by independence s;’ En Un -+ JV(O, I), s;= X, 0’,, if 
Lindebergh’s condition 
holds. Now 
so that 
aga,An)l 
O< A:exp(2aLA,)< - :--- I -: 
da 
, A:exp(-2aLAu)<=. 
Therefore, with (4.1), we have 0 c & s 8, s &, < lx, all n, and, with o, = u,/O, 
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Since the u,, are identically distributed, the summands + 0 uniformly in pi, so (5.3) is 
verified and the CLT for e, follows from Condition F. 
t%of ohat fN -% .N”(O, - ~$,!+~)/2ar& Put fn = IV2 2, un, E u”, = 92,~ 
- crib ~exp(2aoA,)J2ao~( ao; An). By (4.? 1) it will follow from the martingale CLT 
of Brown [3] that s: x,, u,, + JV(O, I), snr = En 0’,, if (5.3) is true and also 
C E(u:j urn, m < n) 
Plim * = 1. . 
N+a 
(5 4) 
c 0: 
n 
Tkn (5.3) may be vetified in much the same way as before, and (5.4) is true also 
bec:ruse 
E(X(t.-l)2E(%)2/ E(Z), m en)= ~(t,-1)~d+(~&), 
W’ C A bxp(hoA,)+(~o, A,,)(x(&-!)2 + &/2ao)+O, 
n 
a.s. by akost the same proof as that of (4.8). Then, using F, the CLT for fN is 
proved. 
The proof that & -% JV(O, 2~:) follows closely that of the CLT for &, and is thus 
omitted. 
Next, note that 
from the fact that & + ao, 8.s. and uniform convergence of &$(a), and 
from F. As a result of the above calcul&ions, and (5.2), 
FiE eNgN = 2&I(&), 
(5 5) . 
w9 
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Next, we have 
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x (x(&v-I)&(%) -I- {(a; A,)x(t,-,)2) 
X (5(w d,)2x(tn-,)2- 5(a; A,)x(t~_,)~(~,,)) 
a210g (p(a; A,,) 
I( 
E(9n)2 
&Y2 +(a; A,)m- l 
+ 
2 C- c A~.exp(2cyA,)x(t,-1)2 ’ 
i?ga!yv n d+;AJ 
(5.7) 
+ 
a log +(a!; A,,) 2 E(&)” 
da oc,;A&iij(%?)’ 
(5-8) 
after rearrangement. Now, with cx = CYN, (5.7) -+ - #((Y~)/(Y~, as., and 
(5.8)+ X((Y) - ad, as., under A, C, F, on prov:ng uniform convergence as in 
Theorem 2 and noting that & + a0 a.s. As for the preceding terms, consider first 
those with summands with x(t,-,)’ as a factor. Bound each of these by quantities 
with one factor maxlsnSN 1 ((LX; An)1 or maxlsnsN ] {(a; A,)/‘, and ari>ther factor. 
By the triangle inequality the latter is itself bounded by a linear cqmbination (with 
uniformly bounded coefficients) of x(t,,.-,)2 + &/2ao, 1 s n G N, which thus con- 
verges a.s. to zero by A-C, plus another term which is bounded uniformly in (Y, N. 
Thus, putting & = (YN, and noting that maxlSPISN 1 l(&; A,)1 6 i & - 
a01 Au exp( - 2aLAU)+ 0 a.s., it follows that these terms + 0 a.s. The remaining 
terms converge a.s. and uniformly in a! to zero by A-C, proceeding as in the proof 
of (4.6). It follows that 
To complete the CLT for a! Altl, it remains to show that A (are) # 0 (see (5.1)). This is 
Seen to be true on noting that X(Q)% O(CV)’ because 
1 
iv 
and J/(a) >O because 
$z A2.exp(~olA.)~AZexp(2*LA”~,0, N,l 
+(a;An) &J 
- . 
n 
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To prove the CLT fi;r &$, note that 
i 
for some G;iN, j&v - a01 s la, - aa I. As noted above, gN -% JV(O, 20:). Thus 
W”(&,: - - cd) is asymptotically normal; by (5.1), (5.2), (SS), (5.6) we see that 
E N’“(& - ao)gN -+ 0, so the variance for S: is as stated in the theorem. The 
covariance for & aind c% is then readily dedu.ced from (5.10). 
6. Prediction 
One advantage of the model (1.1) is the t it lends itself readily to prediction of x(t) 
at any future f-value. 
The best predictor of x (t + r), T > 0, given x (u j, u < t, is 
E(r + +E(x(t-+-7)1x(t))=exp(ao+(t), 
as is readily deduced from 
x(2 + T) = exp(ao)x(t)+ E(%), Z = (t, t + 71 
(cf. Theorem 1). The mean square error of prediction is, 
E(i(t + T)- x(t + 7))’ = E &XI)‘= a:q5(r~o; 7). 
A natural predictor of x(tN +‘r), given data x (t,), . . ., x (iN) and the estimate &, is 
thus 
&(tN + T) = exp(k)x(tN). 
The mean square error of prediction is 
E(&& + 7) - ss(& + T))* = E[(exp(&T) - exp(aor))x(fN)]* +~:+(a~, 7). 
By the mean value theorem 2nd Theorem 3 this is approximately 
E{~exp((;~&(& -- fYolx(t,))‘+ IT&!&; 7) ‘y 
= ?2exp(2&)E(&,, - ~y~)*Ex(tN)‘+ G;+(&,; 7) 
-G& ( 7’ exp (2sNr) - N&A&Y,,,) +4(&;~) 7 I 4=N(4 );N(cY)=/f&Y)-&(cy)*- a! 
which may be computed. 
7. Periodic sampling 
Sometimes, although sampling is not uniform; the same pattern is reproiiuced 
periodically. Periodic sampling is defined as follows. Denote by w the gcrio(l, and 
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suppose that in the interval [0, r), x(t) is observed at t = rl, r2,. . ., TM, 7r < ~2 <: 
l - c < TM. Then the sampling points f, satisfy 
t m +pf = Tm i-jr, j =0, +l,..., m = 1, . . . . M. 
Examples of periodic sampling are when observations are made only on weekdays, 
or during daytime hours, or when a block of obse:rvations of c+onstant length is 
regularly missed from an otherwise uniform sample (see [2], [4], [6]). 
The periodic sampling case is of interest because it leads to simplifications in the 
estimation problem and the asymptotic theory. 
We observe first that Conditions D and F are 
&(cr). With N=m+jM, 1srnsM. ja0, S, 
Now the summands in the second component of &(a) are bounded, uniformly in 
automatically satisfied. Consider 
=7- m- rrn-I (70 = 0)~ 
cy. Then since m s M, M stays fixed and jM/N + 1 as IV-, 30, it follows that 
&&+-+ a(a) uniformly in (Y. Uniform convergence of &(a), &(a), f&~), W&X) 
and &(a) may be shown in the same fashion. 
In general, in both the periodic and non-periodic sampling cases, there is any 
number of ways of iteratively approaching a solution of &.I,+)/&x = 0. 0ne which 
may converge fairly rapidly is similar to Newton’s method. The estimate of aye on 
the (j + l)th iterative step is given by 
j 2 1. (7-l) 
The equation (7.1) is particularly useful when &$?, the initial value, is itself 
d&onsisten t. From (7. l), 
(7.2) 
I &, - @I < &r[l’-- I (~“1. The first term on the right is o,(l) as N + m, for its first 
factor -+ 0 as. and N1’2(&$ - (~0) converges in distribution. Then N1’2(&? - ao) has 
the same distribution as the second term in (7.9, and, thus, as N”‘(& - Q). In the 
periodic sampling case (and indeed when sampling is not necessarily periodic but 
(f,,} has an equally-spaced subsequence) a consistent &c) is very easy to obtain, by 
linear least squares. Consider the subsequence t,, f,,,+&,, . . ., some m, 16 m s 121, 
and put Y& = (T,,, + (j - l)n, rm + j7r]. Then as in Theorem 1, (x(7, +j7~)} is a 
standard first order autoregressive process, 
X(7, +jn)-exp(CQT)X(7, +(j-l)r)=&(Yjm), 
where the E(L$,), j = 0, + 1,. . . are i.i.d. N(0, ~&./I(LY~; r)) variables. Then from the 
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asymptotic theory of autoregressive estimates it is clear that a strongly consistent 
and asymptotkally normal estimate of cyo is 
&n =- ’ {log ~‘x(G + j+(r, + (j - 1)~) -log C’X(T~ + (j - 1)9r)‘], n i i 
where the sums8 are over integers j 3 1 such that 7,” -t j7~ G &. 
A more efficient estimate can be obtained by combining the (correlated) &m, 
1 s m s M. Consider 
(7 3) . 
which will also be consistent and asymptotically normal, for all such constants gym. 
Because of their computational simplicity, and because it seems reasonable to hope 
that their effkiency relative to that of Q AN will not be bad, it seems worthwhile 
deriving the limiting covariance of the c. imates (7.3). By the mean value theorem, 
M 
&N-aO= 
Zl ( 
ym GNm -aO) 
1 M (7 4) 
. 
=-- 7t z ‘yrn exp(--&,n)y~&~~ 
m-1 
where ~~Nm-~o~~~~Nm-~o~,‘l~m GM, 
For brevity put xi,,, = ~(7~ + jr), &jm - E(&,,). Then for n 2 nt 
(7 5) . 
where Smn is Kronecker’s delta and the double-primed :jum is over j 3 1 such that 
to~~o+(j4)n,~~+j~ s t.v. (The intervals Y&y Yj-1.n overlap when n > m.) NOW 
E (xj-1.&j-l.n&jfn&jn) = 
Then because 
Ejm = &(Yjfn n ~jri)+exp(Qo(~m - Tn + ?T)}E(Yj, n yj-*,11), 
E,n = expb0(7n - Tm)]E (yjm n yjn) + 8 (Yin n Yj+l,m), 
it follows that 
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E( EjmEjn 1 l(t), t < 3-n + (d - 1)n) = 
= exp{cb(rm - Tm)T}E c(Tjm fI Y”n)*+ E E(5jm fJ Yj,,)E(Yj, n yj+l.,,,) 
+ expbO(Tm - Tn + v)IE(Tjrn  Tj-l,n)E(Ejn i t(t), t < r,, + 0’ - I)~T) 
= dexp{ao(Tn - T~)}+(cY~; T, -- T,, + 7~). 
Since E Xj-l.mXj-l,n = exp{a&, - 7,“)) from (2.1), (7.6) is thus 
3 (exp{2%(7, - rm )I - exp (2~~9). 
To deal with the second term in (7.5), when n# m, 
E (Xi-l,rnXj-2.n~jrn&j-I.n) = 
(7.7) 
= E{Xi-l,mXj-Z,nE(&jmEj-l.n 1 t(t), f < 7,n + (j - 1)~)). (7.5) 
But 
&jm = exp (ao(cn - Tn + 7C)}&(Yj, n Tj-I,“)+ E(Fjm n yjn)v 
&j-1.n = E(Yj-l,n n Fjm) + exp(ar& - Tm)}E(yj--i.n n *T-1.m) 
so that 
E (EjmEj 1.n 1 e(t), t < Tm + (j - l)T) = 
= exy ‘~~(7, - T,, + ~F)}E &(Yj-1.n n *Tjm)’ 
+ e”E &(3Tm n Yjn)E(5j-l,” n Tjm) 
+ E(Yj--l,, fI Yj-l,m)E,(Ejm 1 t(t), t < Tm + 0 - 1)~) 
= aiexp{aO(rm - Tn + ?T)}<i)((Yo; Tn - 7m). 
From this and (2.1) we deduce (7.8) as 
~eXP(2non)jeXp(2~0(rm - 7,)) - 1). 
0 
Then, from (7.7), (7.9) and ZNm + AK’c&/( - 2cuO), a.s., 
= Kmn(CYO), a.s., 
1 - exp (2a7~) 
M 
if m = n, 
Kma(a) = 
2e *{cash [2~1(r~ - Tn) + 7~]- em=) if -WI # II.. 
Thus from (7.4) 
(7.9) 
(7.10) l 
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The minimum of (7.10) is 
exp( - 2ao7r) 
7r2 
xk Kmn(~o) 
m,n=l 
where Gus is the (an, nyh element of (K,,&))-*. This is attained when 
yrn = yrn((%), ‘)‘m(QI)= 2 Kmn 
n=l 
but these weights depend on cyo. The insertion of a consistent estimate does not 
affect the limiting distribution. Let & be any 6konsistent estimate (e.g. &), 
and consider 
ThUS, 
N”2(iiN - ao) = 5 (Ym(&)- 3/m(ao))N1’2(&m - ao) 
m=l 
By the Schwarz inequality the first term is bounded by 
5 (~m(~~)-ym(~o))2 2 N(h~rn-a~)~]"~=op(l) 
m=l m=l 
as N --?r do, since & + CQ,, a.s., the ‘yr.r(cr) are continuous in cy, and the N”‘(&, - cyo) 
converge in distribution. Thus a0 can be replaced by a consistent estimate in the 
optimal weights without loss of efficiency. 
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